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BOOK NOTICES. 

Syslematic Mineralogy, based on a Natural  Classification, with a general 
introduction. By Thomas Sterry Hunt, M.A., LL, D. Author o f " C h e m i -  
cal and Geological Essays," " Mineral Physiology and Physiography," 
" A  New Basis for Chemistry," etc. The  Scientific Publishing Company, 
27 Park Place. New York:  x891. 

In order to appreciate what Dr. Hunt has attempted, and what he has 
accomplished, in this book, we must take a short retrospect of the science at 
the risk of wearying the learned by repeating what all should know. His 
own excellent preface states the facts in detail, bttt they may be summarized 
as follows : 

When the science of mineralogy was created by Wernel: in the first 
decade of this century, the science of chemistry was so young that neither 
its methods nor the instruments of which it could dispose were capable of 
answering the many questions propounded by the sister science, But there 
was a whole world of undetermined facts in the physiological and physical 
properties of those curious entities called minerals,  and Werner ' s  quick per- 
ception set about establishing them and coSrdinating them for use in a 
system. 

It is as much an error to suppose that Werner  and his followers, Mohs 
and Breithaupt, Jameson and Shepard, .undervalued the aid of chemistry, or 
believed that the " s tu f f "  was less important than the form and attributes, but 
they simply could not wait till chemistry grew up, and did as well as they 
could without her aid. The school-boy need not be told. that Werner  was 
one of the great founders of the Freiberg School of Mines; and that his chair 
has been filled first by Breithaupt, and secondly by its present occupant. 
Albin Weisbach. The school called by Dr. Hunt the " Natural H i s to ry"  
school, or that which depends upon extrinsic characters for bases of classifi- 
cation, is therefore very naturally the Freiberg School of Mineralogy, and 
nowhere else has the fine scrutiny of these characters been carried to so high 
a point of perfection. It is this school which has created determinative in 
contradistinction to analytical mineralogy. 

But immediately upon its creation a set of opponents arose who said : " O f  
what use are your properties of minerals if you do not know the constituent 
elements of which they are composed ?" To which the Wernerite replied:  
" O f  what use is the knowledge of the constituent elements of a mineral, if 
you do not know what its properties and uses are ?" Both were right and 
both were wrong. It was only a recurrence in this science of the same 
problems which had perplexed others. Even to-day the paleontologist asks 
the stratigrapher of what use is a determination of the sequence of rocks if 
one is ignorant of their ages ? and the stratigrapher retorts " How can you 
know their ages if  you are ignorant of which were first deposited?" Of 
the two contending schools, that .  of Berzelius, Rose, Phillips, Rammels- 
berg and Alger, or the chemical,  was the least conciliatory, and at the 
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present  day is the  dominan t  one, in spite of the fact tha t  the progress of 
what  is called physics and  of chemistry had  been  great  enough to enab le  
any thoughtful  mind  to perceive that  they were mere  b r anches  of the  same 
stem, ~.nd that  no  philosophic insight  into the laws of the manifes ta t ions  of 
mat ter  and  force coulcl be complete  without  the  aid of both.  

Dr. H u n t  saw this clearly m a n y  years ago, and  outl ined the ma in  features 
of the  treatise which we have  before us. In complet ing it he  has  rendered  
two distinctive services to the science, which will not be  d iminished  whether  
or not his system be  adopted.  T he  first of them is the  plain or irrefutable 
demonst ra t ion  tha t  not only is it not expedient ,  but  that  it is impossible  to 
consider minerals  from less t han  the  two points of view of their  ult imate con- 
stitution, and  their  physical  characterist ics ; tha t  in fact, one of them is a 
function of the other.  The  Second service he has  r endered  is tha t  of br inging 
us face to face with the issue of a scientific nomencla ture ,  and  compel l ing  us 
to state whether  we are in earnest  in accept ing the postulates so forcibly 
insisted upon by Linnaeus and  Lavoisier,  each in his own science, tha t  the 
names  of the various divisions of a classification should not be  trivial but  
should  be based upon such inheren t  qualities of each  class as separate  it 
from its fellows of the same grade while including all the  individuals  of 
subordinate  divisions within it. All naturalists  will assent  to the justice of 
the  proposition, theoretically,  yet in practice it has  been  neglected in all 
sciences, and  even in chemistry and  mineralogy of which Lavoisier and  
W e r n e r  and  Brei thaupt  made  it the foundation stone. 

The  first n ine chapters  substitute a general  introduct ion to the  subject ,  
and  treat  respectively of ( I ) T h e  relations of mineralogy.  (2) Mir~era- 
logical systems. (3) First  principles in chemistry.  (4) Chemical  
e lements  and  notation.  (5) Specific gravity.  (6) Coefficient of mineral  
condensat ion.  (7) Theory of solution. (8) Relat ion of condensat ion  to 
ha rdness  an d  insolubili ty (a very impor tan t  and  original essay).  (9) Crys- 
tallization. 

Chapter  X deals with the  constitution of mine ra l  species. Chapter  XI 
gives this new classification on four classes, like tha t  of Brei thaupt  : Metal- 
lace~e. Halidace~e, Oxydacea~, and  Pyricaustace~e. Chapter  XI I  l~ys down 
the rules for a nomenclature .  Chapter  XII I  recites the list of classes, sub- 
classes, orders, genera  and  species. Chapters  XIV, XV, XVI  and  XVII  
are devoted, one to each of the  before-named classes. The  X V I I I  and  last 
chapter  is a most  interest ing a n d  valuable  treatise on minera l  waters. I t  
must  be said that  while we are g lad  to h a v e  this chap te r  here  or anywhere,  
it belongs  more properly in a treatise on geology, for even if pure  water be 
a mineral  yet saline and  minera l  waters are " r o c k s "  in the geological 
acceptat ion of tha t  term. 

The  volume is well pr inted and  bound,  bo th  type and  paper  are excel- 
lent,  and  but  for a few typographical  errors such as never  would have  
occurred had  the author  been  always able to subject  the proofs to the  search- 
ing scrutiny t ha t  is a second na ture  to him, the  volume would combine 
every quality which a book- lover  would desire. Such errors are the omission 
of " d e r "  from the  title of Rammelsbe rg ' s  work on the first page of the 
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preface; the omission of the " p "  from "gyps i fe rous"  para. 483, p. 369, 
etc.~ etc. But the work is a contribution to science, not the mere colloca- 
tion of the ideas of numerous dead and living scientists. F. 

Bostan SaNely a f  Nalural Hislary : Guides far  Science Teaching. No. VII I. 
Insecta. By Alpheus Hyatt and J. M. Arms. Boston, U. S. A.:  D. C 
Heath & Co., Publishers. z89o. 

Any bool~ from the pen of Mr. Alpheus Hyatt  merits the attention and 
is now to receive the praise of the ~'orld. He modestly ascribes the success 
of this charming little book to Miss .1". M. Arms, on the ground that it could 
not have been accomplished in the absence of aid by her. To whomsoever 
belongs the praise, it is a book of the class to make  science popular, because 
intelligible to the young mind. After the title page comes the Synopsis, 
which is really an expanded table of contents. As the first-named author 
says in the Introduction, which comes after the Synopsis : insects form the 
most favorable and are apt to become the favorite means for the teaching of 
observation in the schools. There are twofold advantages to this selection. 
(I) It tends to obliterate the repulsion which many children have for insects 
and " b u g s . "  (2) The study of insects will instruct the beginner to distin- 
guish between the noxious and the harmless insects, and to prevent the indis- 
criminate slaughter of insects because they are insects. Besides these 
reasons, the collection of insects is made easy at the warmer seasons of the 
year, by their number and Variety, and their preservation and arrangement 
is inexpensive and comparatively clean work. 

The book is very w~ll and thoroughly illustrated by drawings and tables, 
thus putting the first steps in entomology within the reach of all. 

It is a very encouraging sign to see these well-written and modern books 
on scientific subjects taking the place of the antiquated text books, many of 
which contain much that is erroneous, and more that is obsolete, with little 
that is systematic and clear. F. 

Nu EnglisA. A proposed simplified English language for home use and for 
international commerce and travel. By Elias Molee, Ph. B ,  Minne- 
apolis, Minn. A pamphlet. 

This is one of the numerous attempts to introduce a phonetic language, of 
which our English has been the incitement to the greater number,  though by 
no means a l l .  

French and German have  each come in for their share of  the supposed 
saving grace of phonetics. It was proper that a Chicago audience should 
be informed that after the trifling preliminaries of an agreement between a 
number of civilized nations to teach Nu English', in addition to their native 
tongue, to ministers, lawyers, diplomats, physicians and school teachers, the 
whole of the nations would learn it out of curiosity, and we would present 
the edifying spectacle of an uni-lingual world. The  contractions and com- 
binations are very similar to the German in such words as "word-book ,"  
lexicon ; " f i sh- love ,"  ichthyology ; "b ind-word ,"  conjunction,  etc. 
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We are, however, somewhat appalled to learn that "the greatest economy 
that I know of at present, which is practical, would be the abolition of the  
capital letters. They ought to be abolished immediately.  I say this as a~ 
writer, and type-setter, and ex-teacher," etc. 

In response to a supposed objection why the proposed reform does not 
start in Philadelphia, New Ybrk, etc., he replies : " The West  is to-day the  
King of the United States." He modestly adds : " Great ideas have seldom 
started in great cities, though they (?) are the best for making them (?~ 
known."  "Grammat ica l  rules depend more upon natural ingenuity than 
upon philological erudition ! ! !" 

There are a few pages devoted to the Nu English as a means of oratory, in 
which "Lad ies  and Gentlemana : . . . .  My friendees and my friendina do first 
five rula, namely, that all nouna,"  etc., etc. 

This is enough. Due notice of the adoption of this dialect by distant 
nations will be given. .F. 

Elektro.Metallurgie. Die Gewinnung der Metalle unter Vermittlung des 
elektrischen Stromes. Von Dr. W. Borschers. (Mit 9 ° Text-Abbildungen.) 
Braunschweig: Harold Bruhn. x89I. 

The extraction of certain metals from their ores, and the separation and 
refining of others from the crude mixtures in which they find their way into 
the market, have of late been very successfully undertaken and carried out ;_n 
practice by electric methods. The interesting developments of the past five 
years which have created such a pronounced revolution in the metallurgy of  
aluminum and its alloys, have naturally attracted more popular attention 
than any others; but the electric methods by which lead, copper, silver, 
gold, etc., are separated and refined are no less interesting to the investigator, 
and of much greater industrial importance. As the application of the 
electric method to metallurgy is as yet in its infancy, it is scarcely to be 
expected that the methods employed, many of which are tentative and 
empirical, should be found fully treated of in the books - -and  it happens, 
therefore, that while the general  subject of electro-metallurgy is attract* 
ing a large share of attention on the part of enterprising specialists, and 
while information bearing on the subject is eagerly sought after, the sources 
of such information are limited both as to number and yield. 

We welcome, therefore, any intelligent and conscientious attempt to 
add to our available literature in this field, and the present work will prove 
exceedingly useful to all who seek information as to the present state of this 
art. The  only works at the present time accessible to English-speaking 
students are that of Gore on Electro-melallurgy, which is neither so recent 
nor so complete as this, and that of Richards which treats exclusively ot 
aluminum ; and Dr. Borschers' work being more recent than either o f  these, 
contains data not to be found in the others. The  advances in this field 
are so rapid and radical that, just at this time, an author has little 
encouragement to write a book, since it is almost an assured fact that in five 
years it will be  regarded as ancient history~ W. 
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"~Wakers of.4merlca." Robert Fulton. His life and its results. By Robert 
H. Thurston. New York. Dodd, Mead & Co., Publishers. 

It is always an agreeable surprise to have a biographical and historical 
work from the pen of a master in the science which occupied the life of the 
subject of his sketch~ Indeed no other is capable of treating this class of 
biography. The book before us is one of the best of this class. 

At the outset the author disclaims for his subjec~ the creation de novo of 
an idea, but rather the adaptation of what was known before to practical use, 
by a combination with other known contrivances. With rare justice, Prof. 
Thurston mentions the early experiments of William Henry, of Pennsyl- 
vania, on the Conestoga Creek, in t76o. He probably originated the idea 
of the steamboat five years before Fulton was born. Both Fitch and Fulton 
visited Henry 's  house. In ~785, Fitch, at a special meeting of  the Philo- 
sophical Society, was presented to the members. He spoke of Mr. Henry ' s  
claim to the first idea of propelling boats by steam. 

Fitch lived on the banks of the Neshaminy, in Bucks County, Pa., when 
he tried the first successful experiments in using steam for the propulsion of 
boats. He was born in Connecticut. James Rumsey, of New York, also 
experimented in this direction in I774. One of Fitch's  boats, in April, ,79 o, 
made seven miles an hour. Captain Samuel Morey, of Orford, N. H., built 
a steamboat and ran from Orford to Fairlee, Vt. and back, in ~793. Fulton, 
the subject of the sketch, was born in Lancaster County, Pa., in 7760, and 
his career as artist, civil engineer, mechanic and statesman is ably sketched. 
Especially noteworthy was his invention of a diving boat, which was suc- 
cessful even  when compared with modern apparatus of the time. He also 
suggested the screw propeller and devised submarine oi'dnance for firing 
through the water at the submerged part of  a vessel's hull. He devised a 
twin-screw steamer in 7805. The book is well and fully illustrated, and is as 
extremely interesting as a narrative as it is va luab le  as a collection of well 
sifted historical data. 


